SHY ZIP-Screen

THE SHY IS NEVER THE LIMIT!

2 units SHY ZIPscreen: width. 4380 mm. height. 3100 mm.
1 unit SHY ZIPscreen: width. 6780 mm. height. 3100 mm.
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SHY ZIP-Screen

=,3SCREEN
The ZIP-Screen® is the most recent development by SOLARMATIC®-Sonnenschutz. Our trustful SHY
Zip screen is confectioned in a very special way. The cloth consists of two parts regular
screen fabric, and in the middle a part of translucent PVC. While you are sitting outside
and enjoying the view, the Luxscreen® is, with the addition of this transparent strip, perfect
for keeping out wind and rain.
With this development you can always enjoy the sunlight on your veranda, what a luxury!

1 unit LUXscreen: width 1620 mm. height. 1950 mm.
1 unit LUXscreen: width 1705 mm. height. 1950 mm.
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SHY ZIP-Screen

Guide

SHY ZIP

SHY ZIP box

The inner rail and the patented
SHY ZIP system are slided into the
SHY guide.

33 mm

Because of this, the sun has no
opportunity to come between the
guide and the fabric.
This makes our ZIP screen also
29 mm

very wind resistant.

Box 100, 125 and 150 mm

The speciality of our ZIP systems is that there are no gaps between the fabric and guides,
This is a serious problem with regular screens.
By using our ZIP system, the fabric stays perfectly on it’s place.
This makes our ZIP screen very wind resistant,
whereas the gap is totally closed between the fabric and the guide.
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SHY ZIP-Screen

1 unit SHY ZIPscreen: width 4806 mm. height. 3575 mm.
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3 units SHY ZIPscreen: width 4000 mm. height. 2500 mm.
2 units SHY ZIPscreen: width 3000 mm. height. 2500 mm.
2 units SHY ZIPscreen: width 4500 mm. height. 2500 mm.

SHY ZIP-Screen

1 unit SHY ZIPscreen: width 3800 mm. height 10600 mm.
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SHY ZIP-Screen

The enormous advantages are that the ZIP Systems keep out insects,
as well protects you from sun and heath.
Our ZIP systems are very suitable for high and wind catching buildings,
where regular awnings cannot be installed.

7 units SHY ZIPscreen: width 3000 mm. height 6000 mm.
1 unit SHY ZIPscreen: width 4400 mm. height 3600 mm.

ZIP systems don’t need much side assembly space by using narrow and slim guides.
The ZIP can be made in every desired RAL colour and matching fabric.
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SHY ZIP-Screen

Because so many RAL and fabric colours we can provide your ZIP screen
completely to your wishes.

Our SHY ZIP screen horizontal even works from the bottom upwards.
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MSW SYSTEMS

2 units MSW 2000: width 3950 mm. height 4765 mm.
(view from outside)
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View from inside MSW 2000

The last decades architects invented more
often uncommon and complex forms.
Also new designs for windows, frames and
skylights are being proposed.
SOLARMATIC®-Sonnenschutz anticipates on
this development, with its MSW
special products.

UNIQUE
MSW SPECIAL AWNINGS
These particular awnings can be
produced in almost each form,
angle and colour.
Beside the normal rectangular awnings,
we produce different polygonal
awnings, which can be used for
shading and decoration.
We can provide your triangular window
with a particularly beautiful and
appropriate awning!
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Box

4 units SZ-MSW 1000 black-out blinds:
Width 3540 mm. Drop 1500 mm.

The SZ-MSW 1000 system with
ZIP-system is always provided with
SZ-MSW guides with measures of
65 mm. x 45 mm. Rectangular
systems can be supplied with
screen - or acrylic fabric.
2 units SZ-MSW 1000:
Width 1250 mm. Drop 4750 mm.

Guide

3 units SZ-MSW 1000:
Width 2150 mm. Drop 3000 mm.
Width 1480 mm. Drop 2190 mm.
Width 1750 mm. Drop 6300 mm.

45 mm

65 mm
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1 unit MSW 2000-R:
Assembled in an angle of 90°.
The hood is assembled behind the wood. (on the left-hand side)
What makes this system very particular, is the single guide. (on the right-hand side)

Guide

50 mm

38 mm

4 units MSF 400:
2 units width 2200 mm. height 4390 mm.
2 units width 2200 mm. height 2770 mm.

All MSW and MSF systems are provided
with standard MSW guides measuring
50 mm. x 38 mm.
Triangle and polygonal systems can only
be supplied with Soltis 92 / 93 or B 92 N
fabric.
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SHY ZIPSCREENS:
For private - and professional use
Installations: inside and outside
Horizontal and vertical applications

EXTREME WIDTHS AND HEIGHTS ARE POSSIBLE!
Wind resistant
Black-out possible
Keeps insects, sun and heath outside
No gap between fabric and guides

OVER 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE!!!!
AWNINGS WITH PARTICULAR SHAPES
ARE NO LONGER IMPOSSIBLE!
Rectangular, polygonal and triangular shapes can be shaded or
decorated perfectly with our MSW awnings.
Ask for our opportunities.

Barnimstraße 18/19
D-15345 Eggersdorf b. Berlin
Germany
Telefon: 03341 / 4 48 68-0
Telefax: 03341 / 4 48 68-0
E-Mail: mail@rollos.info
www.rollos.info
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